
Goal: Your hands are the stars of the action! 

players and get back to their spawn position with 

Play as many rounds as you can hand-le!

DEATH LUNGE!

Setup (3 - 8 players):

Position all players around a small to medium 
sized table. Make sure each player can comforta-
bly reach the centre by stretching everyone’s 
hands into the middle; a circular table works best 
for this.

The edge of the table where each player is sat is 
considered that player’s spawn position. (Note: If 
any player moves to a new seat / position around 
the table then that is their new start and end 
position)

Take the Death Lunge Beer Mat and pop out the 

token in the middle of the table and scatter the 
mystery tokens face down, roughly one hand's 

If you don’t have the Beer Mat…

friends need to do is make your own tokens 

to play. Divide a sticky note into a 4 x 4 grid and 
draw on the token images as shown below. 

Cut out with scissors or carefully tear out each 
token.

upright, as these are the legs of your character! 

Remaining hands should be left free for beverage 

Play (3 - 8 players):

Duel To Move!

Before each turn everyone must duel to move. 
Pick a number from 1 - 5 in your head - the 
number you choose is the number of times your 
character can lunge this turn. However your move 
is cancelled out if one or more players choose the 
same number as you! 

On the count of three everyone should reveal their 

hand. Players that share the same number miss 
their turn. Players that have a unique number are 
then allowed to move in order of aending num-

Finger Lunging!

Finger lunging is the main way of moving around 
the table. When it’s your turn to move stretch out 

in its original position. When you are happy with 

-

A player who is lunging can choose how long each 
lunge is (fully outstretched or a fraction of an inch) 
but should remember to complete the number of 
lunges they chose when they were dueling to 
move.

There are three events in which a character must 
interrupt their lunging:

Initiating a duel to the death with another player
Getting back to your spawn point
 

The Flag!

immediately end their move turn and pick up the 

character hand - in between the 4th and 5th 

hand. The player then must get the character with 

round.

they must instantly return to their spawn point

dropped.

The Mystery Tokens!

the token. They should also remove the token 
from the table (and keep it for the end of the 

either applied immediately or on the next turn. 

Next turn the player lunges they must go 

Duel to the Death!

Dueling to the death is simply a game of rock 
paper scissors. To initiate a duel to the death the 

stretch out and try and strike at an opponent.  

backwards instead of forwards.

immediately goes to their spawn position.

Player swaps seats with the player to their 

the table. Like Twister.

Everyone must immediately duel to the 
death! Losers die and return to their spawn 
positions, survivors duel again until only 
one winner is left or all have been killed.

Next move the player may perform an 
extra lunge

position they ended their movement on. 

If the player can touch one or more opponent 
players, all these players are entered into a duel at 
the end of the round.  Note that if a player initiates 
a duel, all involved players cannot make any 
further moves that turn

Use “rock paper scissors” to decide who wins! If 
you win a duel, your opponents are killed and 
send them back to their spawn point. If you lose 
you are killed and return to your own spawn point. 

spot of its last owner.

Win The Round!

To win the round a player must lunge their charac-

spawn point!  Reset the tokens every new round.


